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EVABLUE
A Blue Roof Solution for Sustainable Drainage
With many buildings now having to include SUDS, ICB’s blue roof
solution can provide the required detention of storm water for discharge
over an extended time period.
The EvaBlue supports create a void capable of holding storm water, this is
then filtered down through the EvaBlue Outlet at a controlled rate. The flow
rate of the EvaBlue Outlet can be adjusted to suit the project specification.

Wild Flower
Blanket

Installed
in
conjunction
with
the
award
winning EvaGreen Green Roof system, ICB
(Waterproofing) LTD can supply and install a
complete roofing system that includes double layer
waterproofing and a Biodiverse / Green Roof
system that is both friendly to the environment
and aesthetically pleasing.
SUDS systems are now frequently required
for
large
projects
by
Local
Planning
Authorities to alleviate the risk construction
causes to the natural environment such as
downstream flooding, deterioration of river water
quality and surface flooding within urban areas.

100mm (min)
Substrate
FL 150 Filter Fleece
EvaDrain 25

EvaBlue Support
PL300 Protection
Fleece
ICB Double Layer
Waterproofing
EvaTherm
Insulation
EvaVap VCL
Concrete Deck
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A Blue Roof Solution for Sustainable Drainage

This passive SUDS system works in all
weather conditions and actively restricts and
reduces rainwater run off from the roof using
the bespoke EvaBlue Outlet that is custom
made for each individual EvaBlue Roof.
Each
outlet
and
inspection
chamber
is
fabricated from powder coated aluminum, with
an accessible restrictive plate to control the run off
of rain water.
ICB
(Waterproofing)
LTD
can
provide
the necessary calculations to ascertain the
level
of restriction required at each outlet,
based upon the required water dispersal rate
for the project, along with calculating the number
of restrictive outlets the project will require.

For more information on our EvaBlue,
EvaGreen or Waterproofing systems,
please contact us to arrange a CPD.
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